**GRILL OFF**

- MOUNTING LOCKS extend 0.375 in [9.5 mm] beyond all edges.

**GRILL ON**

- Max ceiling thickness: 1 in [25 mm]
- Cutout diameter with tolerance: 10.50 in [267 mm]
- Tweeter angle: 51.00°

**SECTION A-A**

- Tweeter aiming: rotate speaker assembly to aim tweeter at listening position.

**EM-R DIMENSION DRAWING**

- [293 mm] 11.52 in
- [153 mm] 6.02 in
- [263 mm] 10.33 in
- [296 mm] 11.66 in
- [154 mm] 6.06 in
- [4 mm] .17 in

- [23 mm] .89 in